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Abstract—In this paper, we demonstrate interpretable link
prediction and node classification on the citation network of social
science articles from the Semantic Scholar database. Links, or
citations, are modeled as a function of the titles and abstracts of
article pairs. Because the link prediction portion of this model
is inductive, links between papers can be predicted even for
those papers that are unknown to the model at training time.
Additionally, we model the journal venue for each paper given
the paper’s title and abstract. While most neural network models
are “black boxes” in that their complicated functional forms
resist intuitive interpretations, we show that the addition of
attention layers can be informative for researchers interested
in understanding the predictors on network models of scholarly
research products.

Index Terms—citation graph, social science, link prediction,
planetoid, attention layer

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we demonstrate link prediction on the cita-
tion network of a social science subset of articles from the
Semantic Scholar database. Links, or citations, are modeled as
a function of each paper’s title and abstract. Because the link
prediction portion of this model is inductive, links between
papers can be predicted even for those papers that are unknown
to the model at training time.

Neural network models are sometimes rightly accused of
being “black boxes;” performance often comes at the expense
of one’s ability to interpret how the model works or which
features of the data are most informative. While there is not
a one-size-fits-all solution to this issue, we propose that the
addition of attention layers to the model chosen here will be
particularly informative for our task.

In this paper, we will sometimes refer to the papers in our
datasets as nodes when in the context of the citation network.
The term link is used to refer to citations between papers;
links are equivalent to the edges of a graph.

We begin by describing the two datasets used in subsequent
sections. Here, we motivate our choice to supplement the stan-
dard Cora citation network dataset with an additional dataset
that we have sampled from the Semantic Scholar database.
Next, we describe our methodology and how our approach
differs from previous approaches to inductive modeling of
citation networks. In Section IV we discuss the results of a

Fig. 1: The training subset of the Cora dataset. Nodes are
papers and links are citations.

partial replication of [1] and our attention-based extension of
this work. We also demonstrate how the attention layers can be
interrogated to inform model users of those features that our
model finds most informative. We conclude with a discussion
of the importance of this work and its potential for application
to other tasks.

II. DATA

We rely on two datasets to evaluate our methodology. The
first is the Cora, a dataset of 2,708 scientific articles on
machine learning and a standard for link prediction evaluation
[2]. The second is a novel dataset derived from Semantic
Scholar.

Semantic Scholar provides a database of metadata on
scientific articles [3]. These data include the title, abstract,
journal name, and associated citations (both in and out) for
every paper. We subset these data by journal field according
to simple heuristic. Likely social science journals are those
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Fig. 2: The training subset of the Semantic Scholar dataset.
Nodes are papers and links are citations.

containing one of the following character strings: polit, confli,
econom, policy, law, socio.1 We retain only papers from
journals with 50 or more total papers included in Semantic
Scholar. In generating our subset of Semantic Scholar, we
follow the data preprocessing procedure, outlined below, that
is described in [2].

While citations are naturally a function of publication date
and it is unlikely that papers published at time t0 will cite
papers at time t1, we nonetheless omit this information from
both our data and our model. Instead of directed edges, we
construct a graph of papers in which links of the type “cites”
and “is cited by” are treated identically. Therefore, Paper A
that cites Paper B and is cited by Paper C will have degree
two and neither of its edges will be directed.

Only citations for which both the citing and cited paper
exist as entries in the social science subset of the Semantic
Scholar database are retained. In other words, if a paper in our
subset references or is referenced by a paper that is not itself
in the subset, then that particular citation (edge) is dropped
from the dataset. The remaining graph is then divided into a
training and a test set where the test set is composed entirely of
nodes that are unseen in the training set. Of 119,691 selected
papers, 23,151 remain after all isolate nodes, those with no
connected edges, are removed. These are partitioned into two
sets, training and test, that comprise 11,383 and 11,768 nodes,
respectively. There are 28,252 total edges in the training and
test sets. Visualizations of the network structure of the training

1Semantic Scholar appears to contain more papers from the medical and
physical sciences than from the social sciences and, therefore, much of the
obtained subset relates to health policy, economics, and law. Few traditional
journals from the social sciences are represented. For a complete list of
journals, please see the Appendix.

sets for both Cora and Semantic Scholar can be found in
Figures 1 and 2.

The feature set comprises a binary-encoded bag-of-words
vector representation of the title and abstract for each paper.
Punctuation has been removed, words have been converted to
lowercase, and all words are lemmatized.

In addition to citation prediction, we also perform topic
prediction (Cora) and publication venue prediction (journal
title, Semantic Scholar). There are seven topics in Cora and
149 journals in Semantic Scholar. The seven Cora topics
include: probabilistic methods, neural networks, reinforcement
learning, genetic algorithms, case based, theory, and rule
learning.

III. MODEL

We rely on a custom implementation of planetoid, a neural
network graph model [1]. Planetoid, short for “Predicting
Labels And Neighbors with Embeddings Transductively Or
Inductively from Data,” comes in two flavors: transductive
and inductive. The transductive variant requires that all nodes,
or papers, are known to the model a-priori, even if they are
not used for the model training stage. This is due to the
need to model the entire graph structure at training time.
The inductive variant, on the other hand, models the graph
structure as a function of node features. This allows true out-
of-sample model evaluation – the ability to make predictions
for new nodes not observed at training time. We rely solely on
the inductive formulation of planetoid. Our implementation is
written in Keras [4].

Planetoid is multitask; given two nodes and their associated
features as input, planetoid outputs both class predictions for
each node as well as the predicted probability of a link between
those nodes.

Inductive planetoid, as described in [1], takes as input bag-
of-words representations of nodes. In the Semantic Scholar
application, that bag-of-words comprises title and abstract.
After removing uncommon words (n < 10) and English stop
words (very common words), we are left with a vocabulary
of size 10,439. In the Cora application, the vocabulary size is
1,433.

Two models are tested. The first is the standard inductive
planetoid model. We compare this to an extension of induc-
tive planetoid to which we have added attention layers. An
attention layer is an auxiliary layer in the neural network
that masks some values of an input vector to perform a sort
of feature selection. The attention layer consists of v fully-
connected neurons with softmax activation where v is the size
of the vocabulary and, therefore, the size of the bag-of-words-
encoded model input for a given node. Due to the softmax
activation, the output values of this layer is bound between 0
and 1 and the sum of activated neurons must be 1. Given an
input paper with a bag-of-words feature vector, the attention
layer’s output is computed and the original input vector is
then multiplied by the attention layer output such that only
the most informative words in the vocabulary are weighted
heavily. The product of the original bag-of-words input vector
and its associated attention vector then serves as input to the
standard inductive planetoid model.
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TABLE I: Out-of-sample performance, Cora

Task Attention Accuracy F1
Link prediction No 0.66 0.73

Topic prediction No 0.71 0.70
Link prediction Yes 0.71 0.77

Topic prediction Yes 0.62 0.62

TABLE II: Out-of-sample performance, Semantic Scholar

Task Attention Accuracy F1
Link prediction No 0.85 0.84

Journal prediction No 0.57 0.56
Link prediction Yes 0.80 0.76

Journal prediction Yes 0.44 0.44

IV. RESULTS

Model performance on the out-of-sample test set data is
summarized in Tables I and II. Table I confirms that plan-
etoid performs well on the Cora dataset as described in the
original paper. In fact, while we did not follow the same
test procedure as the original authors, we observe out-of-
sample topic prediction accuracy of 71%, a ten percentage
point increase over the results presented in the original paper.
When including attention layers, this value drops to 62%.
The F1 scores represent the harmonic mean of precision and
recall and are bound between 0 and 1. Unfortunately, the
original authors do not provide performance metrics with
respect to the link prediction task against which we can
compare our implementation. However, we do note that the
addition of attention layers to the model actually improves the
performance of our model on the link prediction task, both
in terms of accuracy and F1: 66% to 71% and 0.73 to 0.77,
respectively.

Turning to Table II, the results of the application to Se-
mantic Scholar data, we observe even better out-of-sample
link prediction performance at 85% and 80% accuracy for
the standard and the attention-based models, respectively. The
journal prediction task is more difficult due to the large number
of classes available for the model to predict – accuracy here
is 57% and 44% for the standard and attention-based models,
respectively.

V. ATTENTION

While the addition of attention layers to planetoid may
impact performance (both positively and negatively), they are
beneficial to researchers in need of the ability to interrogate
model decisions. The attention layer takes as input the a
journal article’s feature vector (i.e. bag-of-words) and outputs
a weight associated with every word in the vocabulary condi-
tional on those input values. These weights can be interpreted
as the contribution of a particular vocabulary word to the
model’s predictions for that particular journal article. Higher
weights in the attention layer correspond to more influential
words when performing citation and journal prediction. Be-
cause we use multiple attention layers, the words that are
influential for citation prediction may not be the same as those

that are influential for journal prediction, even given the same
input article.

To demonstrate the use of attention for model interrogation,
we select several papers and identify those words from their
titles and abstracts that most contribute to the predictions that
the model makes for them. We rely solely on the Semantic
Scholar dataset because the Cora dataset does not provide the
necessary dictionary to retrieve the original terms from which
features are derived. The examples are provided in Table III.
The words and weights columns of this table are sorted top-
to-bottom in decreasing order of attention weight value; the
most influential words for each task and each paper are found
at the top of the words lists and the least influential at the
bottom.

The first row of the table describes the attention layer
results for an article selected from Pharmacoeconomics. The
most highly-weighted words for the prediction of citations
to and from this paper are “cost,” “model,” “conclusion,”
“care,” and “estimate.” The least highly-weighted words with
respect to link prediction for this particular paper include
“icu,” “final,” and “standardise.” For the journal prediction
(publication venue) task, the most highly-weighted words
include “conclusion,” “patient,” “cost,” “estimate,” and “ob-
jective.” While these largely overlap with the top words for
link prediction, their weights and rank order are very different.
The least predictive words for the journal prediction task are
“irrespective,” “96,” and “p.”

In the fifth row, that describing “Smoking initiation and the
iron law of demand,” there is only one word that is found
in both the top five most heavily-weighted words for the two
tasks: “time.” This exemplifies the importance of understand-
ing feature selection in complicated neural networks. Despite
planetoid being a single model with two prediction tasks, the
features that the model selects to accomplish those two tasks
for a single input may be very different.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The choice to model the citation network of papers given
a summary of those papers’ contents is made for convenience
– the citation network is directly observable and can be used
to validate model efficacy. However, future work could model
other links between papers (or even graphs with heterogeneous
edges). For example, one might imagine topic, methodology,
credibility, or co-authorship networks in which edges represent
similarity along those dimensions.

We have shown that the addition of attention layers to
citation network prediction models is both possible without
drastic performance impacts and can help to illuminate the
inner workings of those models. By extending a recent induc-
tive model for citation prediction and node classification with
the inclusion of attention layers for both tasks, we demonstrate
that model is implicitly selecting article-specific keywords and
task-specific keywords. That the two sets of keywords are not
strictly the same is indicative that the features necessary for
citation prediction may not necessarily perfectly overlap with
those necessary for publication venue prediction.
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TABLE III: Attention Activation Values for Sample of Semantic Scholar Papers

Article Title and Journal Name Citation Prediction Journal Prediction
Top Words Weights Top Words Weights

A model to compute the medical cost of
patients in intensive care. [5]
Journal: pharmacoeconomics

cost 0.758 conclusion 0.951
model 0.175 patient 0.027

conclusion 0.022 cost 0.005
care 0.009 estimate 0.004

estimate 0.008 objective 0.004
...

...
...

...
icu 0.000 irrespective 0.000

final 0.000 96 0.000
standardise 0.000 p 0.000

Lessons from Korea’s pharmaceutical policy
reform: the separation of medical institutions
and pharmacies for outpatient care. [6]
Journal: health policy

care 0.422 health 0.479
health 0.241 care 0.296
policy 0.016 drug 0.104

increase 0.013 policy 0.002
quality 0.006 market 0.000

...
...

...
...

recently 0.000 pharmacist 0.000
korea 0.000 rectify 0.000

pharmacist 0.000 worsen 0.000

Auctioning Time: Truthful Auctions of
Heterogeneous Divisible Goods [7]
Journal: acm trans. economics and comput.

agent 0.017 agent 0.017
mechanism 0.007 optimal 0.000

time 0.002 time 0.000
provide 0.001 size 0.000

size 0.000 good 0.000
...

...
...

...
divisible 0.000 commercial 0.000

ni 0.000 mi 0.000
seek 0.000 twofold 0.000

A Minor Role for Environmental Adaptation
in Local–Scale Maize Landrace Distribution:
Results from a Common Garden Experiment
in Oaxaca, Mexico [8]
Journal: economic botany

plant 0.020 plant 0.969
social 0.001 suggest 0.011

evidence 0.000 result 0.006
condition 0.000 high 0.004

test 0.000 test 0.000
...

...
...

...
mayorı́a 0.000 hay 0.000

spp 0.000 variedad 0.000
1300 0.000 assume 0.000

Smoking initiation and the iron law of
demand. [9]
Journal: journal of health economics

time 0.235 datum 0.185
evidence 0.084 individual 0.015
behavior 0.052 result 0.006

affect 0.033 study 0.006
policy 0.022 time 0.000

...
...

...
...

initiation 0.000 highlight 0.000
respons 0.000 which 0.000
truncate 0.000 mix 0.000

Efficient and stable collective choices under
gregarious preferences [10]
Journal: games and economic behavior

preference 0.216 paper 0.633
paper 0.003 preference 0.050
agent 0.001 agent 0.026
large 0.001 set 0.000

choice 0.000 research 0.000
...

...
...

...
david 0.000 di 0.000

e¢ 0.000 collective 0.000
2010 0.000 gregarious 0.000
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We hope that this work will inspire future researchers to
consider the use of attention layers (or other explainability
mechanisms) to allow interrogation of model decision-making.
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APPENDIX

The set of all included Journals for Semantic Scholar
classification task is documented below:

• 2009 atlanta conference on science and innovation policy
• 2012 ieee conference on computational intelligence for financial engi-

neering & economics (cifer)
• 2014 ieee conference on computational intelligence for financial engi-

neering & economics (cifer)
• 2017 ieee international symposium on local and metropolitan area

networks (lanman)
• acm trans. economics and comput.
• administration and policy in mental health and mental health services

research
• advances in clinical and experimental medicine : official organ wroclaw

medical university
• advances in health economics and health services research
• aids & public policy journal
• ajs; american journal of sociology
• albany law review
• american journal of law & medicine
• american sociological review
• annals of health law
• annual review of population law
• annual review of sociology
• applied health economics and health policy
• artificial intelligence and law
• australia and new zealand health policy
• behavioral ecology and sociobiology
• behavioral sciences & the law
• cahiers de sociologie et de demographie medicales
• canadian hiv-aids policy & law newsletter
• canadian hiv/aids policy & law review
• canadian review of sociology = revue canadienne de sociologie
• cornell law review
• delaware medical journal
• developments in health economics and public policy
• duke law journal
• economic botany
• economics and human biology
• european journal of health law
• european journal of law and technology
• expert review of pharmacoeconomics & outcomes research
• food and drug law journal
• fordham law review
• games and economic behavior
• harvard law review
• health care analysis : hca : journal of health philosophy and policy
• health care law monthly
• health economics
• health economics, policy, and law
• health expectations : an international journal of public participation in

health care and health policy
• health law in canada
• health law journal
• health law review
• health policy
• health policy and education
• health policy and planning
• health promotion and chronic disease prevention in canada : research,

policy and practice
• health research policy and systems
• healthcare policy = politiques de sante
• hiv/aids policy & law review
• houston law review
• i. j. law and information technology
• information economics and policy
• information polity
• international journal of health care finance and economics
• international journal of health economics and management
• international journal of health policy and management
• international journal of law and psychiatry
• international journal of sociology of the family
• issues in law & medicine
• j. economic theory
• jona’s healthcare law, ethics and regulation
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• journal of aging & social policy
• journal of development economics
• journal of economic entomology
• journal of family law
• journal of health & social policy
• journal of health and hospital law : a publication of the american

academy of hospital attorneys of the american hospital association
• journal of health care law & policy
• journal of health economics
• journal of health law
• journal of health politics, policy and law
• journal of health services research & policy
• journal of information, law and technology
• journal of law and health
• journal of law and medicine
• journal of medical economics
• journal of policy analysis and management : [the journal of the

association for public policy analysis and management]
• journal of population economics
• journal of public economics
• journal of public health policy
• journal of social policy
• law and contemporary problems
• law and human behavior
• law, medicine & health care : a publication of the american society of

law & medicine
• malawi medical journal : the journal of medical association of malawi
• medical economics
• medical law international
• medical law review
• medicine and law
• medicine, conflict, and survival
• medicine, science, and the law
• mental and physical disability law reporter
• michigan law review
• national bureau of economic research bulletin on aging and health
• new solutions : a journal of environmental and occupational health

policy : ns
• nursing economic$
• pharmacoeconomics
• picmet 2010 technology management for global economic growth
• policy brief
• policy, politics & nursing practice
• politics and the life sciences : the journal of the association for politics

and the life sciences
• population research and policy review
• psychological trauma : theory, research, practice and policy
• psychology, public policy, and law : an official law review of the

university of arizona college of law and the university of miami school
of law

• research in population economics
• rural policy brief
• saint louis university law journal
• seton hall law review
• small-scale forest economics, management and policy
• social policy
• social science & medicine. medical psychology & medical sociology
• social science & medicine. part a, medical sociology
• socio-economic planning sciences
• sociology of health & illness
• sociometry
• southern california law review
• specialty law digest. health care
• specialty law digest. health care law
• stanford law review
• substance abuse treatment, prevention, and policy
• the american economic review
• the annals of the american academy of political and social science
• the british journal of sociology
• the bulletin of the american academy of psychiatry and the law
• the economic history review
• the european journal of health economics
• the european journal of health economics : hepac : health economics in

prevention and care
• the european journal of health economics, formerly: hepac
• the hastings law journal
• the international journal on drug policy

• the journal of american health policy
• the journal of biolaw & business
• the journal of contemporary health law and policy
• the journal of economic perspectives : a journal of the american

economic association
• the journal of law, medicine & ethics : a journal of the american society

of law, medicine & ethics
• the journal of mental health policy and economics
• the journal of psychiatry & law
• the journal of the american academy of psychiatry and the law
• the rand journal of economics
• the review of socionetwork strategies
• the sociological quarterly
• the sociological review
• trends in health care, law & ethics
• value in health : the journal of the international society for pharma-

coeconomics and outcomes research
• yale journal of health policy, law, and ethics


